
Security-First Mindset

Secure Collaboration.
Any Platform. Anywhere. Any Time.
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www.intelligentsm.com

Why ISM?

Ahead of the Pack

Real-World Ready

ISM does not sell user data. ISM does not employ subversive engagment methods. ISM was built by humans for humans.

ISM GO Capabilities 
(Secure communication web/mobile): - Channels with up to 250 members
- Video/Voice Calls for up to 50 concurrent users
- Broadcasts for up to 1000 users

Web Capabilities
- Rich media uploads up to 20gb
- Unlimited groups of interest
- iOT and sensor compatibility 
- Up to 100,000 site users
- Up to 10000 concurrent users

Partnered with the Speed School of Engineering at the 
University of Louisville, KY, ISM has developed some of 
the strongest, most stringent security protocols in the 
industry. Unlike most competitors, ISM does not sell user 
data,  nor mine user interactions for manipulative 
engagement and profiling. 

Leveraging the power of AWS GovCloud, multifactor 
authentication and best-in-class privacy protocals, ISM 
provides security that far outpaces its peers.

- Video conferencing
- File/Document Management
- Interactive Maps
- Geo/Location tagging

Built with human-centered design and an operational 
mindset, ISM’s communcation platform provides crisp HD 
video, interactive chat and file sharing without the security 
concerns of Zoom, WhatsApp, Teams or GroupMe.

With industry-standard encryption protocals, 
communication securitys are on par with Signal but 
without compromising privacy.

While we maintain rich business intelligence on existing 
and emerging communication/collaboration tools, the ISM 
platform o!ers a comprehensive and secure package that 
is truly peerless.

ISM is an integrated collaboration platform built with a 
security-first mindset that is both platform and device 
agnostic. With realtime activity feeds, rich media sharing, 
ad-hoc groups, and live video comms that span mobile 
and desktop simultaneously, your critical training and 
operations functions can exist across disciplines and 
geographies.
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